
The fully automatic Stuga

Sawing Centre is capable

of cutting mitres,

squares and arrow heads

on any PVCu door and

window profile, in any

combination. The machine

can be programmed

directly from the

keyboard with the user

friendly operating

interface, or programmed

off-line via a 3.5" disk or

network linked to the

office window designing

package. It comes

complete with a 15 bar

capacity auto loading

table for 5 to 6.5 metre

profile lengths and

shorter offcut lengths.

The material is advanced

with a simple pusher arm,

common for all profiles.

This allows the machine

to cut to the very ends of

the bar, minimising

wastage to just the

unavoidable sawblade

kerf. The two flat,

parallel sides of the

profile are the cutting

datum, so an infinite

range of profile types,

brands and sizes can be

accommodated without

having to change the

machine configuration.

The machine is designed

to be simple to use for

unskilled operators -

training takes less than

four hours.

Upgradability: This

sawing centre forms an

integral part of the

Stuga Flowline Sawing

and Machining Centre.

The entire machine can be

upgraded to a Flowline

Sawing and Prepping

Centre to give full

Prepping and ‘V’& ‘Y’ notch

capability. This is

achieved by fitting a

machining and transfer

module that preps the

standard bar lengths and

offcuts before sawing.

More details can be given

on request.
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Label printer with on-board bar optimization and offcut management

Special clamping system for pre-gasketted profiles.

Minimum profile height: 58mm

Maximum profile height: 140mm

Minimum profile width: 45mm

Maximum profile width: 125mm

Infeed table capacity: 15 bars at

75mm wide

Minimum cut length: 285mm

Maximum cut length: 2800 - 5980mm

(Dependent on machine location)

The label displays a complete

copy of the current label as

output from the office window

designing package. A label is

printed as each cut piece is

presented to the operator,

preventing label sequence

errors. The slot number is

clearly displayed in large print

for ease of trolley sorting.

The label is printed complete with

a unique barcode identifier.

(If available from office software)

On coloured labels there is a

window with a white background

to allow clear scanning of the

barcode.

The complete range of Stuga

machining centres use this

barcode to identify each piece.

This barcode contains a reference

used to instruct the Stuga

machining centres on the position

and type of operations required

on the cut piece.

The same barcode is also used

with the Stuga barcode tracking

and production management

systems to enable paperless

tracking of window products on

the shop floor - further details on

request. The labels are available

in a range of 12 colours and always

ex-stock from our factory.



Supply Requirements

Voltage 415V 3phase + Neutral

Load 15A

Air 6-8bar 45 cfm

Performance

For 70mm system

at 100%

efficiency,

average

output is one

piece every 12

seconds.

For this average frame, the output will

be 757 windows per week.

Electrical

Computer System: PC compatible 386 system

with 8Mb Flash RAM

Pusher Motor: Closed Loop Brushless

Servo 2.3Nm

Mechanical

Blade diameter 400mm

Blade speed 72m/sec

Blade Power 1.5kW

Machining/Prepping

The Stuga Saw Centre is fully compatible with

the entire range of Stuga automatic prepping

centres including the Multi-head, Highflow

and Ecoline Centres for drainage, gearbox

preps, trickle vents, door preps, ‘V’ notches

and much more.

Stuga reserve the right to make changes to

design, specification or appearance at any time.


